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Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 We believe that the primary cause of abusive behavior

originates in individuals (regardless of gender) who
embrace traditional masculine qualities while rejecting
traditional feminine qualities
 This doesn’t mean that they necessarily appear/behave in a
hyper-masculine manner in front of others, simply that
they internally embrace more strongly than other people
one or more of these values:
 An assumption that their partner, like the rest of the world, is

unsafe and not to be trusted

 Being detached from themselves and instead being more

externally focused

 Not being particularly relational

Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 Abusive partners tend to work against. . .
 Work against themselves by disconnecting
 Work against others by disregarding
 Work against the relationship by distrusting
 Each of the above is a distinct cause of partner abuse
 Abusive partners most typically relate to all three of

these but sometimes only one or two
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Disconnecting from oneself
 Disconnection from self means . . .
 Not being emotionally aware
 Not being physically aware (e.g., fatigue, hunger, pain)
 Not being aware of other needs (e.g., solitude,

recreation)
 Because they are not very self-aware, when they are

feeling distressed they don’t notice and/or don’t know
how to manage it
 They do a poor job of self-soothing, having selfcompassion, practicing healthy self-care, or being
appropriately assertive

Disconnecting from oneself
 This disconnection from self leads to increased

internal distress that eventually leads to them acting
out/externalizing their distress, often in abusive,
intimidating and blaming ways to those closest to
them
 They expect others, particularly their partner, to
soothe them/manage they, because they can’t/won’t do
that for themselves

Disconnecting from oneself
 What drives their abuse is their level of distress

(independent of any controlling behaviors). Their
family learns to monitor this to determine whether
and when they are going to be abusive
 The more distressed they are, the more the family
suffers from their bad behavior
 The less distressed they are, the less the family suffers
 Family often try to do what they can to pacify them so
they suffer less abuse, but inevitably it’s not good
enough since the abusive partner is ultimately the one
not adequately caring for themselves
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Disconnecting from others
 A lack of self-awareness makes it difficult to be aware

of others
 Compassion is more difficult since if they are not able

to feel/understand their own feelings, how can they
understand the feelings of anyone else?
 There tends to be a low level of narcissism that results
 Terrence Real causes this “grandiosity” in his books.
We call it egotism.

Disconnecting from others
 There is less awareness of the wants/needs of others
 Privilege in its many forms (including, but not limited

to, male privilege) further contributes to this
 As a result the abusive partner can be neglectful and

dismissive of others, particularly when they have
different wants/needs/ perspectives than the abusive
partner does
 We call this relational neglect
 Others (most typically the partner, sometimes the
children) typically feel invisible/voiceless, like their
wants/needs/selves don’t seem to matter to the other

Disconnecting from relationship
 This is the aspect that most lines up with the

traditional power and control conceptualization of DV
 Implicit in relationships is that they are collaborative
 Traditional masculinity combined with an absence of

traditional feminine qualities encourages distrust of
relationships
 There is a quickness to take offense, to presume the
other is trying to take advantage, to view the
relationship through a lens of combat and power
struggles
 Defensiveness is common
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Disconnecting from relationship
 This is described well by Patricia Evans in her books

(e.g., The Verbally Abusive Relationship) as “Power
Over”
 This naturally leads to feeling a need/justified to be
abusive and controlling with the other, since it is
presumed the other is trying to do the same thing
 Only by being abusive and controlling will the other
comply

Allies in Change model of
Abuse Intervention
 Allies in Change abuse intervention groups intervene

by encouraging abusive partners to work with . . .
 Work with themselves by connecting with themselves
 Work with others by regarding others
 Work with the relationship by trusting intimate

relationships

Connect with themselves
 They need to become more aware of:
 their emotions, particularly the non-angry ones
 their body and physical states
 their thinking patterns and whether they are
helpful/accurate (e.g., his self-talk)
 their basic needs (e.g., hunger, fatigue, physical
discomfort)
 other needs (e.g., recreation, solitude, social)
 They need to shift from an external to an internal

focus
 They need to practice primary accountability—that

ultimately they alone are responsible for themselves
and their well-being
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Connect with themselves
 They need to practice self-compassion—to not only

acknowledge how they are feeling, but to do so with
loving kindness, without strong negative judgment
and mental self-abuse
 They need to self-sooth—to be able to deescalate and
tolerate and manage their own distress
 They need to practice better self-care, learning how to
take better care of themselves without necessarily
expecting or needing others to do that for them
 They need to be assertive in asking for/advocating for
the things they want and need in appropriate ways

Regard the other
 They need to be more relational—to be mindful of

the others around them within any situation,
particularly their immediate family
 They need to seek to be empathic and compassionate
towards their loved ones
 They need to actively seek to consider and understand
the perspectives/wants/needs of those closest to them,
especially when they are different from him

Regard the other
 They need to practice humility, reminding

themselves that the world does not revolve around
them--that their wants and needs are no more (and no
less) important than anyone else’s
 They need to practice the Platinum Rule rather than
the Golden Rule
 Golden Rule: Treat others the way you want to be

treated
 Platinum Rule: Treat others they way they want to be

treated
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Trust the relationship
 They need to start with a working presumption that






their loved ones are on their side, they are their
allies, they are on the same team
They need to presume that their partner is striving to
work with them and has goodwill towards them
They need to be willing to give people close to them
the benefit of the doubt
They need to presume any hurt family members cause
is not willful
Analogy: When you dance close with someone they’re
going to step on your toes at times. The pain is real,
caused by their foot, but it isn’t done on purpose

Trust the relationship
 They need to live in “Personal Power” (as defined by

Patricia Evans in her series of books on verbal abuse)
 They need to look for the “win-win” and assume that

all can get what they want—which is true most of the
time (as opposed to giving in: lose-win; getting their
way: win-lose; or “compromising”: lose-lose)

Core group structure/process
 The majority of the group is spent in discussion of

current issues/behaviors/challenges
 The check-in board, sharing of journals, and relating

any material in the group to the key program themes
are the primary sources of structure
 Less emphasis is placed on multiple homework
assignments or a heavy formal education of program
concepts
 The primary way of learning is through on-going
emersion in the Allies model
18
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Group structure
 Basically through the check-in process, journal sharing,






and didactics, a number of core concepts and ideas are
repeatedly reviewed and discussed
The attendees learn to see themselves and the world
through the lenses of the program
They learn not just to stop being abusive, but to develop a
non-abusive lifestyle
Through weekly emersion in this process it gradually
develops over the months, and, sometimes, years, that they
choose to attend to become a permanent part of their
lifestyle
This is akin to developing a trade or earning an advanced
degree
19

Group structure
 The group work has a strong grounding in the present day and in








the real world. Only a limited amount of time is spent focusing
on historical or abstract situations.
As much as possible the group members, themselves, ask the
questions and do the confronting, although this varies with the
functional level of the group
Less functional groups require more heavy involvement by
facilitators
The given agenda for the night is highly fluid, based on who is
present that night and what their particular needs are, which
means it’s often primarily determined on the fly, once the
facilitators enter the room and see who is present and what is on
the board
It involves a nuanced balance of structure/content and process
20

Group Content
 Group content refers to the concrete content of the

conversations happening in the room

 Most programs typically focus on behavior outside of the

room:

 Abuse and control being done with others in the past or

present

 Compliance with laws
 Risk related behaviors

 The primary in room behavior that is focused on is

compliance with group rules:
 Participation
 Completion of homework
 Etc.

 All of this is group content
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Group Process
 Group process refers to what is happening inside of the

group in the moment

 Process work involves attending to and working with the in





group behavior and interactions among the group
members (also referred to as “plat-forming”)
It focuses not on what they’re saying (content), but how
they’re saying things, including micro-behaviors
The presumption is that their behavior, particularly their
spontaneous behavior, in group is a reflection of their
behavior outside of group (aka “parallel process”)
Process work is some of the most important and impactful
work you can do with these people
It involves meta-communication, bridging, confrontation,
and intimate connection

Parallel Process
 Parallel process refers to how abusive partner’s

behavior in the group, particularly when they are more
reactive, is reflective of their behavior outside of group
 These micro-behaviors can give us a little glimpse into
how they are likely behaving outside of group as well
 Parallel process can also refer to how the group
facilitators are seeking to model the behavior they
wish the group members to emulate
 Process comments can make effective use of parallel
process

Group Process
 Meta-communication/process comments involves

talking about the interactions in the group—like
standing on a platform and observing the group from a
distance
 It is an intimate connection because it is talking about
real, current behavior in the room and/or interactions
between the people in the room rather than abstract or
hypothetical behavior at other times or places
 As a result, addressing it is innately confrontational
and potentially escalating
 Many of the behaviors being addressed are “microbehaviors”
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Micro-behaviors
 Micro-behaviors are small, relatively innocuous things

they are doing
 Examples include:
 Facial expressions (e.g., frowning, smirking)
 Body language (e.g., eye rolling, sighing, looking away)
 Specific word choices (e.g., “shooting me down”,
“attacking me”)
 The micro-behaviors can be revealing of underlying

beliefs (e.g., contempt, external focus)

Group Process
 Process work is a good intervention when the group is

going “sideways”
 It can be done with an individual or the entire group

 It is more confrontational and escalating because it is

talking about current behavior and affect
 It is more impactful because of the heightened affect

and intimacy of the intervention
 It is more revealing because, unless they are an

excellent actor, they are typically behaving genuinely
 It is tougher to fake

Formal structure
 Formal structure refers to the on-going set aspects of

the group, that are consistent regardless of who is in
the room
 This includes homework sharing, the didactic
portions, the check-in board, and specific questions or
content focused inquiries (e.g., the group themes)
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Too much formal structure . . .
 Too much structure leads to restriction of true

expression
 Too much structure means the group can not

adequately flex and adjust to the particular needs of
the group men that night
 Too much structure means there is less responsivity
 This allows group members to “hide” behind the
structure—it can be easier for them to “fake” it, to say
what they think you want to hear
 Limits how deeply and profoundly the group members
may change

Not enough structure . . .
 Not enough structure means the group may drift away

from the primary goals of the work
 Not enough structure means that the specific changes

we are seeking are less clear and may become
compromised
 The basic integrity of the group can become
compromised
 It can drift into generic process group work while not
adequately focusing on accountability and becoming
non-abusive and non-controlling

Balancing structure and
process . . .
 The trick is creating enough structure so there is a

clear focus and the integrity of the program is
maintained while allowing enough process to reveal as
much as possible where the group members truly are
at
 It is seeking to deal with what is going on in the
present relative to the areas of concern
 It allows for deeper work and change while making it
more difficult for them to fake it or avoid it
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Group structure
 Our groups meet for 2 hours/week and are divided

into three parts:
 Checking in
 Journal sharing/focusing on specific situations
 Didactics/education

31

Checking in
 Every week as group members come into the room

they complete the check-in board
 Time is spent discussing any responses of concern
 This is also a chance to do follow-up with specific

group members about issues or situations mentioned
previously as well as get updates

32

Check-in board
 Types of abuse committed

33
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Types of Abuse
 1. Physical
 2. Verbal
 3. Psychological
 4. Property
 5. Economic
 6. Sexual
 7. Collateral

Check-in board
 Types of abuse committed
 Number of controlling behaviors
 Number of journals handing in
 Book chapter
 Alcohol and drug use (Y/N)
 Contact with partner (Y/N)
 Number of life changes

35

Life changes
Changes in…
 Living arrangement
 Job status
 Ability to pay bills
 Primary relationship or most recent relationship
 Medical/mental health status
 Family relationship status
 Legal issues
36
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Check-in board












Types of abuse committed
Number of controlling behaviors
Number of journals handing in
Book chapter
Alcohol and drug use (Y/N)
Contact with partner (Y/N) or Time-outs
Number of life changes
Self-care (1-10)
Emotional intensity (1-10)
Emotion
Asking for group time
37

Full check-in
 A full check-in involves talking about their “line” and

answering the following questions:
 Types of abuse you have done in the past
 One example of past abuse you haven’t shared before
 One example of controlling behavior, preferably from

the past week
 One way you’re working your program

 Typically a full check-in is rarely done, less than once a

month and usually when a group is on the smaller side
or very “young” in its development

Brief check-in
 Group members are asked (preferably by each other)

about any note-worthy entries on the board
 Examples might include:
 Life changes (always)
 Emotional intensity 7 or greater (always)
 Abusive behavior
 Unusually low or high scores in other columns
 Group members might also follow-up on loose ends

from prior weeks
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Advantages to check-in
 Weekly monitoring of vital areas
 Opportunity for every man to participate
 Highlights areas needing attention
 Can track levels of change/progress over

time
 Increases level of accountability

40

Journals
 The primary homework is completion of Journals

which are questionnaires that attendees complete on
present or past situations they are dealing with
 They are required to complete at least 50 journals in
order to complete the program
 The journals are a blend of anger journals, Duluth
Control Logs, and additional relevant questions

41
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Journal benefits
 Real life situations
 Personally relevant
 Repetition of concepts
 Additional avenue for communication/
feedback
 Chance to hear from nonverbal men
 View life through the program lens
 Thinking about the program outside of group
 Level of comprehension
44

Other written work
 The only other homework required are completed near

the end of their stay:
 Accountability Statement
 Continuing Accountability Plan (basically a relapse

prevention plan)

45
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Curriculum
 The curriculum includes about a year’s worth of

material that, as mentioned earlier, draws from a
variety of different sources
 While there are formal/distinct educational lessons,
most of the didactic material is covered by folding it
into the situations raised in the group
 A key way this is done is by tying any material
presented into one of the core group/program themes

46

Core group themes
 The group themes boil down the larger curriculum to
key recurring concepts
 Any material presented by a group member or
discussed in the group has to be tied into at least one
of the themes (by either the group member or the
facilitator). If not, then it is not appropriate for the
group
 It is examining any issue or content raised through at
least one of these program lenses
 Think of it as “how do we approach or address this
through the Allies model?”

List of core group themes
















What is abusive and controlling?
Accountability
Assertiveness
Beliefs
Cognitive awareness
Defense mechanisms
Emotional awareness
Emotional management
Gender socialization
Humility
Power over/personal power
Being relational
Skill sets/tool box
Self-care
Self-compassion
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What is abusive and controlling?
 On a weekly basis we are examining a variety of real

life situations to determine whether abuse or control
was used
 We define abusive behavior quite broadly (as discussed
earlier)
 Likewise, we have repeated and extensive discussions
of what is controlling

49

To be controlling of another is:
 To make them act or think in a certain
way, without them freely choosing to
do so
 To interfere with their freedom and
liberty to make their own choices
 To coercively or manipulatively reduce
another person’s options

Controlling behaviors
 All of us are occasionally controlling

(raindrop)
 What is particularly damaging are on-going
patterns of controlling behavior (rainstorm)
 While most abusive behaviors are
intrinsically abusive, most controlling
behaviors are not
 Anything can be twisted into a controlling
behavior
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Accountability
 “Standard” accountability
 Abuse is always the responsibility of the abusive

partner
 They and they alone are responsible for their abuse
 There is no excuse/justification for their abuse
 Embraced by most, if not all, providers

52

Accountability
 Primary accountability
 Not only their abuse, but ALL of their behavior is their

responsibility
 They are responsible for their emotions, needs, etc.
 They are not necessarily responsible for what happens

to them, but they are responsible for how they deal
with what happens to them
 They cannot control if it rains, but they can control if
they get wet

53

Assertiveness
 This relates to primary accountability on an

interpersonal level
 The person needs to take responsibility for advocating

for what they want and need
 Whatever has been done to them, whatever they are

feeling, whatever they are wanting and needing, it will
always go back to them—”so what are you going to do
about that?”

54
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Assertiveness
 Another key part of this process is that they often don’t

even know what they are wanting and needing which
also interferes with assertiveness
 A part of the group work is repeatedly helping them to
identify their underlying wants and needs
 This requires lots of practice and relates to the internal
focus mentioned earlier as well as other forms of selfawareness to be mentioned shortly

55

Beliefs
 This is more than just self-talk
 These are their foundational ways of viewing the

world--the basic core assumptions they have about the
world
 Beliefs tend to sit more in the “back” of the head and
aren’t necessarily explicitly articulated, but are
implicitly present in their self-talk, their on-going
internal monologue
 The goal is to identify the pro-abuse beliefs in any
given encounter and to replace them with pro-social
beliefs
56

Reality I: Power over
 Win-lose/One winner
 One right answer/one truth
 Either my needs or your needs me or you
 External focus
 Blame
 Assumption of scarcity
 Abuse and control are used
 Competitive: Others are viewed as opponents,
competitors
 Homogeneity and conformity
 Focus on outcome (winning)
 End justifies means
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Reality II: Personal Power
 Mutual respect is practiced
 Win-win/Many winners
 Many right answers/many truths
 We can all get our needs met/me and you
 Assumption of abundance
 Internal focus
 Cooperative
 Others are viewed as allies
 Diversity is respected
 Accountability on both sides

Beliefs
 “Power Over” is one of the most common belief sets we

see, but there are others, both separate from and
related to this
 Examples:
 “My partner/children are against me”
 “There is a right way and a wrong way”
 “If I am hurt it is because you tried to hurt me”

60
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Cognitive awareness
 This is to encourage awareness and examination of

their cognitive interpretations of situations and, when
inaccurate or distorted, to change them
 We do not respond to situations, we respond to our
interpretations of these situations, by changing our
interpretations we change our experience, even as the
situation itself doesn’t outwardly change
 This is the foundation of cognitive therapy
 In group we are continually asking for and examining
their cognitions and what role they are playing
61

Defense mechanisms
 Denial and defense mechanisms involve turning away from

feelings rather than turning towards them
 We look for ways they are not being fully honest with

themselves, typically by avoiding uncomfortable feelings
 We encourage them to work to have the courage to be more

honest with themselves and sit and deal with the
uncomfortable feelings rather than avoiding them
 This relates to accountability and is also a common target
of confrontation in the group
 We regularly seek to be “truth tellers” and a group norm is
to encourage each other to be as honest with themselves as
they can be, even if it creates uncomfortable feelings
62

Emotional awareness
 Our emotions are a form of “personal logic” to help us

determine who we are as distinct and unique
individuals
 Our emotions are like a “map and compass” to find our
place in the world and our right path, to be authentic
 There are no “bad” emotions, but there are
uncomfortable ones
 Uncomfortable emotions typically occur when we are
“drifting off the path” and not being true to ourselves

63
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Emotional awareness
 People ALWAYS have a good reason for their feelings,

if someone seems to be “crazy” or illogical it’s because
we don’t have enough information about them
 Anytime someone is over-reacting it means there is
more that is going on than meets the eye

64

Emotion awareness
 What matters is not what happens to us, but how we

feel about what happens to us. Without an emotional
context, personal events have no meaning
 Emotions are a universal language that everyone can
relate to
 Emotions are often expressed metaphorically
 Increasing ones vocabulary of emotions can allow
more precise and nuanced expression

65

Emotional awareness
 Because of the importance of emotions, repeatedly we

encourage group members to talk about their own
emotional experiences within any situation
 They often struggle with this, including naming words
that are actually blaming statements (e.g.,
“disrespected”, “disregarded”, “ignored”, etc.)
 We encourage them to share the truth of their
emotional experience rather than debating the “facts”
or “truth” of the situation
 We especially encourage them to name the more
vulnerable feelings behind the angry ones they are
typically quickest to feel and express
66
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Emotional management
 This ties into earlier themes of accountability, and

emotional awareness
 Abusive partners typically look outward to others to

manage their emotions, rather than managing their
own emotions
 We encourage them to take responsibility for their
emotional states once they become aware of them
 This can include self-soothing—learning ways to
manage their internal distress
 This includes the analogy of being emotionally “warm
blooded” rather than “cold blooded”
67
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Gender socialization
 We regularly touch on how conceptualizations and

social pressures of masculinity play into various
situations
 We remind them how these conceptualizations are
artificial and don’t necessarily reflect their own lived
experience as men
 We encourage group members to step out of the “act
like a man” box to make choices that fit with their own
individual values
 We try to point out when they are feeling this pressure
or keeping themselves in the “man box”
69
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Humility
 Humility, a term rarely used in our culture, is

acknowledging the limitations of one’s power
 It is remembering one’s smallness and powerlessness in

the world
 It is realizing that you matter, but no more than anyone

else
 It is the counterpart to egotism/grandiosity

70

Humility
 Humility and acceptance reinforce each other. The

more we practice one, the easier it is to practice the
other
 In acknowledging what we are powerless over (most
things) it allows us to more clearly see what we do have
power over (ourselves)
 There is a spiritual aspect to the practicing of humility

71

Humility
 Applications of this in the group include having men

accept the limitations of their power in certain
situations
 It also encourages an internal focus rather than getting
caught up on the external piece which may be beyond
their control
 The Serenity Prayer is a good reminder of this . . .

72
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The Serenity Prayer
 God grant me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change,
 the courage to change the things I can,
 and the wisdom to know the difference
 External change:
 “courage to change the things I can”

 Internal change:
 “to accept the things I cannot change”

 Wisdom:
 Change what you can, accept what you can’t
73

Power over/personal power
 This is another core belief that we point out as we see it

manifested especially when they are taking a “Power
Over” view or frame
 It is encouraging them to shift into a personal power
stance and how that would look in any particular
situation
 This includes assuming collaboration and presuming
their partner (and children) are their allies

74

Seeing your partner as your ally
 This intervention is very simple: to have the men willfully







presume their partner is not against them unless they
have compelling information to the contrary . . .
Assume any hurt done is on accident, like a dance partner
stepping on your toes/bumping into you
“She’s on your side” (used as a mantra!)
Give her the benefit of the doubt
She’s on the same team
Generally watch out for defensiveness which is another
tell of being in “Power over”
75
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Being relational
 This involves always considering the other people who are

in the situation and not just themselves
 The alternative to being relational is being egotistical/self-

absorbed
 Encourage the group members to think beyond themselves

and their experience/feelings/needs to consider those of
others in the situation as well
 Observe/point out when this isn’t being done
 It means that we have to continually asking ourselves “who
else was there?” “who else was affected?” “who else do we
need to consider?”
 Another specific skill related to this is doing repair
76

Repair
 This is described by John Gottman as “repair attempts”
 Repair refers to going back to a situation, acknowledging





the abusive behavior, and immediately doing what can be
done to set things right, including an accountable apology
Repair is not the same thing as amends
Amends are typically done long after the event (e.g.,
months, years) whereas repair is usually done quickly (e.g.,
minutes, hours, days)
Repair is the positive response to post-abusive neglect
mentioned earlier
Routinely whenever an abusive partner reports having been
abusive they are asked if they did repair and, if they didn’t,
to encourage them to do so
77

Self-care
 Health maintenance (i.e., eating right, sleeping right,
exercise) is just one aspect of self-care
 Recreation is just one aspect of self-care
 Self-care involves investing time and energy into a
variety of aspects of one’s life
 Self-care involves having a well-balanced lifestyle

78
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Poor self-care
Family
Work
Recreation
Domestic
Romantic
Social
Health

79

Better self-care
Family
Work
Recreation
Domestic
Romantic
Social
Health

80

Self-care
 Poor self-care: a roof with few beams underneath
 Good self-care: a roof with many beams

81
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Self-care areas
 Financial

 Community service

 Legal

 Solitude/alone time

 Social

 Creative/artistic

 Sexual

 Vocational

 Medical

 Family

 Spiritual

 Romantic

 Domestic

 Health maintenance

responsibilities
 Recreation/hobbies

 Education
 Psychological

82

Self-care
 Every self-care area doesn’t have to be attended to
every moment, but each requires attention over time
(like spinning plates on sticks)
 Some men who are prone to abuse practice poor selfcare, even some who would be described as selfish
 Good self-care=accountability
 If one is being relational while practicing good selfcare, then it isn’t selfish
 Self-care becomes selfish when one is taking care of
oneself at the expense of others
83

Self-compassion
 Self-compassion is different from self-awareness (or

mindfulness) or self-esteem
 Self-awareness is being aware of yourself and your

current state
 Self-esteem refers to how good you are feeling about

yourself
 Self-compassion is not only being aware of one’s

current state, but taking a compassionate stance
towards how you are being affected by it

84
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Self-compassion
 It means regarding oneself with loving kindness
 It also means remembering that we are not alone in

our suffering, that all people suffer at times, just as we
are
 Self-compassion is the antidote to shame

85

Self-compassion
 We encourage the group members to actively practice

self-compassion
 We voice compassionate statements and remind the

group members to have compassion for themselves
 Typically in order to have self-compassion, one first

needs to be aware of one’s emotional experience and
that one is suffering, then self-compassion can be
expressed
 We regularly monitor for the absence or presence of
self-compassion
86

Examples of self-compassion
 Self-awareness: Noticing that you are feeling tired and

that you had to work hard that day
 Self-compassion: Acknowledging it’s been a tough day

and taking it easier on yourself that night
 Self-awareness: Noticing that you’re getting frustrated

at how slowly you’re moving through your paperwork
 Self-compassion: Acknowledging that it’s taking

longer than expected, and that’s just how things are
sometimes, but it will get done

87
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Skill sets/tool box
 We teach a wide variety of skills including self-

management and interpersonal skills
 This involves examining any situation for what

program (or other) skills/tools were or weren’t used
and what skills/tools that weren’t used might have
been helpful
 This becomes an opportunity to illustrate the use of a
particular skill/tool as well as to educate the group
about it

88

The Allies model
 In closing, the Allies model is integrative in two

different ways. First, it integrates a variety of
theoretical and program concepts from a variety of
other curriculums and models. Second, it encourages
abusive partners to be more integrative with
themselves, others, and their relationships
 Providers are welcome to use any portions of this
curriculum, integrated into what they are already
doing, or they can use the entire thing as a stand alone
curriculum

3 Day Training on the Allies in
Change model
 We offer a 3 day training on the Allies in Change model

every fall and spring in Portland, OR for $300
 Next training is scheduled for: April 11-13, 2018
 I have brochures available on the training
 The Allies in Change group manual, which covers our

entire curriculum, can be purchased from me/us for
$80 (or $50 for the electronic version)
 We hope to publish a workbook for group members in
2018
90
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Contact information
Chris Huffine, Psy.D.
Allies in Change
1675 SW Marlow Ave, Suite 110
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 297-7979
www.alliesinchange.org
chuffine@pacifier.com
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